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Abstract
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manipulates referents of real object and spaces – is an increasingly intense focus for
Meta. In 2018, Meta launched ‘Reality Labs’ (RL), a research and development division
to oversee the company’s production of spatial computing technologies. Drawing
on a media historiographical approach from platform studies, this article charts the
development of the company’s spatial computing ambitions through RL from 2018 to
2022. In so doing, we find that Meta attempts to consolidate complementors through
acquisitions, capture policymakers and academics, convene third-party businesses and
developers, and expand its ecosystem through enhancing platform programmability.
We argue that RL’s efforts to grow the platform from within, and through drawing in
third-parties, signals an ambition to grow their spatial computing offerings such that
they take on a central, infrastructural role in society.
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Introduction
In October 2021, Facebook sought a new identity: Meta. The name change, a symbolic
move (rather than a corporate restructure, à la Google and Alphabet), reflected what CEO
Mark Zuckerberg saw as a distinctive shift in the future of the company’s corporate strategy. This was a shift from its ‘family of apps’ to focusing on the ‘metaverse’, a technological stack reliant on new forms of spatial computing, a form of human–computer interaction
which retains and manipulates referents of real objects and spaces (whether material spaces
like the built environment, or the organic space of the human body). As Zuckerberg explains
in a promotional video – ‘the Metaverse and how we’ll build it’ (Meta, 2022) – the company’s rebrand represents a vision where Meta provides both the software and hardware for
a transforming society, through its advances and significant investment in Virtual Reality
(VR), Augmented Reality (AR), wearable technology, and smart-home technology. As
Meta envisions it, how we engage with (mediated) space has implications for user subjectivity and agency (echoing now-common understandings of space and mediation, see, for
example, Humphreys, 2005), with key applications (as Meta have it) to come for ‘how we
work, play, and connect with one another’ (Abrash, 2015).
This concentration on spatial computing does not represent a new trajectory. The
company has had a central interest in VR since its acquisition of American VR company
Oculus in 2014, and since 2018, it has operated an internal (although public-facing)
research and development division ‘Reality Labs’ (RL), focused on spatial media and
predominantly, AR and VR (although also coming to encompass smart-home tech, wearables and AI).1 In this article, we develop a historical account of RL, as a critical site for
understanding how the ‘metaverse’ is being developed. Our account covers the period of
May 2018 (RL’s inception) to February 2022 (the point in time where RL expenditures
were first announced, coinciding with the company’s historic US$230 billion 1 day drop
in market capitalisation, see Murphy et al., 2022).
Our approach to studying RL is informed by media historical accounts of Facebook,
particularly those borne out of platform studies (see Helmond et al., 2019; Nieborg and
Helmond, 2019; Van der Vlist and Helmond, 2019). Consistent with this approach –
wearables and with broader theorisations of platforms (e.g. Burgess and Baym, 2020),
we understand ‘platform’ in the sense of a sociotechnical arrangement – taking stock of
technical aspects (e.g. programmability), business models and regulatory or policy relations. Such an approach is useful to ‘consider the larger environments in which platforms
operate’ (Helmond et al., 2019: 126), and how those environments change over time.
Inspired by Van der Vlist and Helmond’s (2019) approach to multisided and multilayered platform history we examine RL’s growth across the following three main areas: (1)
corporate acquisitions, (2) corporate partnerships (such as with businesses, advertisers,
academia and policymakers) and (3) platform programmability (specifically, the programmability of software through software development kits [SDKs] and application
programming interfaces [APIs]). In so doing, we engage two main and related research
questions. First, how have RL’s spatial computing ambitions taken shape across 2018–
2022 (as evidenced through acquisitions, partnerships and developer API/SDK changes)?
Second, what does the changing (but not new) relationship between Meta and spatial
media tell us about the company’s aims and logics in the present (and for the future)?
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In engaging these questions, we aim to put into perspective Meta’s recent financial
and technological practices as intensified efforts to broaden and deepen the company’s reach across society. We argue that RL’s actions over 2018–2022 reveal a vision
for a spatial computing future where its technologies are integrated widely across
economy and society (from software development to use in business), a dynamic of
what Plantin et al. (2018) would call ‘infrastructuralisation’. By this, they refer to the
way that platforms take on a central role in society such that society becomes dependent on them to function (e.g. cloud computing infrastructures like Amazon Web
Services, which are used by companies like Netflix to the NASDAQ stock exchange).
Through RL – which has attempted to consolidate complementary firms, attract thirdparty platform complementors, and form partnerships across academia and regulatory
spaces – Meta has systematically sought to create conditions for its infrastructural
vision to emerge.
The article proceeds by providing an overview of existing literature on the development (and the growth) of Meta, situating the need for scholarship that focuses on Meta’s
more recent investment in and development of spatial computing. Following this, we
outline our approach to platform historiography and subsequently introduce our study
material and method for data analysis. The following sections comprise our findings,
examining RL’s growth in three main ways: through consolidation through acquisition of
complementary firms, through capturing and convening academics, policymakers, and
platform complementors through partnerships, and through expansion through SDKs
and APIs for Oculus and SparkAR. We conclude with a discussion of our findings and
provide some direction for future study.

Related work
The growth of Meta
Much has been made of Meta’s growth over time. Media scholars have provided ‘big
picture’ histories of the company’s rise since 2004 (see, for example, Brügger, 2015;
Bucher, 2021). Scholarship on Meta’s change over time has also focused on the publicfacing, discursive presentation of the Facebook platform (see, for example, Haupt, 2021;
Hoffmann et al., 2018; Rider and Murakami Wood, 2019). In fields like Internet studies,
media studies and platform studies, scholars have also attended to the platform’s growth
across specific domains. One fruitful area of study is towards the company’s acquisitions
and development of certain software companies and apps – namely, Instagram (Leaver
et al., 2020) and Messenger (Nieborg and Helmond, 2019). Crucially, these studies situate these individual applications within wider political-economic debates about Meta,
such as the necessity of data flows for the viability of its advertising platform. Critical
legal scholarship has focused on the company’s business model, and its development
over time. For example, Srinivasan (2018) accounts for the growth of Meta’s data capture apparatus across the Internet, from market entry to its development of data-harvesting plugins that power its advertising network. From a media and platform studies
perspective, for Van der Vlist and Helmond (2021), the growth of Meta’s advertising
business has been analysed in terms of an interrelated set of ‘partners’ – that is,
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advertisers, businesses and content creators – who have been granted special access to
Meta’s advertising API, enabling them to create content, access particular kinds of data,
and so on, in a way that expands the bounds of the Facebook platform. Likewise engaging the Facebook API, Bodle (2011) argues that longitudinal analysis of API changes can
be used to study how Meta configures relations between new features and business strategies. More recent work has shown how Meta has tended to update its API in response
to public criticism and controversy (Van der Vlist et al., 2022). Analysis has also focused
on the relationship between Meta and hardware, particularly that of the company’s integration of geolocative mobile media technologies (Goggin, 2014; Wilken, 2014) as a key
aspect of its momentous growth as an advertising giant in the early-mid 2010s.
Meta’s relationship with VR and AR – particularly its relationship with Oculus – has
been of increasing focus in media and platform studies, yet a subject of limited focus in
platform history. Scholarship that might be characterised as using a historical approach,
such as Evans (2019) or Saker and Frith (2020) place Oculus as a point on a much wider
historical trajectory of both the VR medium but also of visuality more generally.
Another body of research focuses on changes in the discursive framing of VR by
Oculus’ executives, developers and public relations (PR) spokespeople. Work by
Egliston and Carter (2022a) focuses on the discourses of ‘platformisation’ at Oculus’
developer conferences in 2018 and 2019. Media historians Nagy and Turner (2019)
likewise write of Oculus’ developer conferences, and the company’s attempts to invoke
the failed expectations of the 1990s VR craze as distinct from the ostensibly more credible VR futures of Oculus. Elsewhere, Harley (2020, 2022) touches on the cultural politics that inhere within statements by industry leaders, and the ‘discursive newness’ of
how VR is framed in these statements, done in ways that ‘elid[e] its gendered and
colonialist media histories’ (2020: 71). Egliston and Carter (2022c) have paid attention
to Oculus’ trajectories of technological development (or what they term its ‘technicity’),
arguing that advances in sensor capacity (from the 2016 Oculus Rift to the 2019 Oculus
Quest) are inherently an area of political economy, specifically, of surveillance capitalism. A final area of research has focused on changes over time in Oculus’ data and privacy policies for end-users and businesses (see Egliston and Carter, 2021), noting the
way that they gradually signal compliance with data regulations over time as well as
note shifts in their structure and language. As noted previously, despite there being a
growing literature that attends to Oculus, and specifically its VR technologies, we lack
wider perspective on Meta’s broader spatial computing ambitions (which more broadly
include wearables, augmented reality, smart-home tech, as well as the kinds of AI infrastructures supporting their functioning).
Such a perspective is crucial because spatial computing research and development is
a now-expansive part of Meta’s expenditure (see Meta, 2022a). In 2021, Meta reported
almost a fifth of its employees were working on RL projects, with 10,000 employees
(Byford, 2021) across RL’s 12 main divisions (Meta, n.d.). In 2022, the company reported
(for the first time) RL’s revenues and expenditure – surpassing US$20 billion since 2019,
with half of that being spent in 2021 alone (Murphy et al., 2022). In the context of significant scholarly interest in Meta’s growth, and its material and discursive efforts to frame
its platforms as infrastructure, the lack of research into Meta’s increasingly sizable
investments in spatial computing is significant.
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Platform historiography
Historical approaches to studying platforms have generally sought to reconstruct the
‘past lives’ of platforms. Given that platforms are multilayered and multisided, approaches
to platform history differ markedly. For example, cultural studies inflected approaches
(e.g. Burgess and Baym, 2020) have paid attention to – among other things – vernacular
practices and end use. Materialist accounts rooted in software studies have accounted for
change in a platform’s technical architecture at the level of both software and hardware
(Egliston and Carter, 2022c). Studies interested in the histories of a platform’s financialisation have examined years of financial reporting (Elmer, 2018). Feminist platform histories (e.g. Anable, 2018) are attentive to suppressed moments within wider master
narratives. To understand the growth of Meta’s spatial computing efforts, we draw on the
approach to platform history set out by Van der Vlist and Helmond (2019; and adopted
in a range of work since, for example, Helmond et al., 2019; Nieborg and Helmond,
2019; Van der Vlist and Helmond, 2021) – a branch of platform history that is particularly attentive to (1) the multilayered and multisided nature of platforms, and their change
over time and (2) the political-economic implications of these changes.
Taking stock of multilayered and multisided shifts in platforms positions us to think
about a platform’s growth beyond visible end-user related dimensions. We can flesh out
our understandings of what platforms are, what they do, and how they change by attending to the ways that platforms expand their boundaries through corporate acquisitions
(Birch et al., 2020), third-party app development (Blanke and Pybus, 2020; Van der Vlist
et al., 2022), business partnerships (Helmond et al., 2019), and policy and influence on
regulation (Phan et al., 2022; Whittaker, 2021). Taken together, the capitalisation of platform companies and the accrual of platform power should be understood as distributed,
as made up of various practices and operations happening at different levels (cf. Van
Dijck et al., 2019). In this sense, the approach to platform history set out by Van der Vlist
and Helmond (2019) provides a means to get at platform histories in terms of their multisided and multilayered – that is, distributed – nature.
The second characteristic of this work is its explicitly normative or critical dimension,
specifically, its attention to platform power. Where platform histories at once attempt to
reconstruct the past of platforms, an aim across much of the literature is to examine
which actors benefit from a platform’s growth, and in what ways (e.g. network effects,
data capture). In short, critical work on platforms stands to gain much from taking stock
of the often-ignored processes through which infrastructuralisation and platformisation
happen – with platform history well placed to track how these processes change, and
accrue power for platforms, over time.

Data and method
The study material consisted of information about Meta’s acquisitions,2 information
about partnerships, and changelogs to the SparkAR API and Oculus SDK. We determined these three main types of documents for studying Meta’s spatial computing operations through engaging with literature and primary source material from a wider project
on the political economy of mixed reality conducted by Carter and Egliston (which
involved some engagement with Meta and Reality Labs), as well as a wider literature on
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Table 1. Documents comprising the study’s sample, May 2018 to January 2022.
Document source

Type

Acquisition SeekingAlpha Database (https://
seekingalpha.com/symbol/META),
Oculus Blog (oculus.com/blog)

Type
Total
quantity quantity

Artificial Intelligence
6
(AI) company
Game company
7
Other software
1
company
Partnership Developers.facebook.com
Developer partnerships 10
https://research.facebook.com/
Enterprise partnerships 3
programs/research-collaborations/
Policy/regulation
3
Education
1
Academic partnerships
2
API/SDK
Twitter.com/oculus_dev, developers. Oculus SDK changelog 35
change
oculus.com. https://developers.
SparkAR API changelog 86
facebook.com/blog/spark_ar_studio/,
https://sparkar.facebook.com/arstudio/learn/changelog/
Total

14

19

121

154

API: application programming interface; SDK: software development kit.

platform history and growth (Helmond et al., 2019; Nieborg and Helmond, 2019) which
draws on a combination of technical documentation (e.g. API changes) and forms of
managerial, financial and developer-related documentation.
To collect data, we drew from several sources (see Table 1). Most of the material was
from a primary source. This included material published on various RL-related web
domains, and Meta’s presence on other social media (e.g. Twitter).3 Secondary sources
were also used where primary source documentation was not available. For this, we
relied on material sourced through the SeekingAlpha database – which accumulates
financial data (e.g. earnings reports) and trade press articles on corporate activity (e.g.
mergers and acquisitions). We sampled these documents with maximum variation (within
the parameters of being within the scope of RL) and within the date range of May 2018
and January 2022, resulting in 154 text-based documents. Data ranged from several
pages of text (e.g. funding guidelines for an academic grant programme) to short paragraphs (e.g. some versions of the software updates). Locating documents involved keyword searches through Google,4 through the search functionality on Meta’s own web
pages and the search function of SeekingAlpha (our keywords started with broader terms
like ‘developer partnership’ but we began using more specific and targeted phrasing as
we grew familiar with the material, for example, ‘responsible innovation’). Documents
that are cited in this article are referenced in Appendix 1.
We analysed these documents using qualitative content analysis (Schreier, 2020).
After each author independently familiarised themselves with the material – reading it
and taking notes – we organised the material into its broadest category, chronological
time. To facilitate our analysis, we used an iterative coding system – common in
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qualitative approaches to the analysis of textual data (Creswell, 2007). We first manually
coded the material. We used a mixture of inductive and deductive coding. Inductively,
we organised data according to patterns or concepts in the material (e.g. ‘data and privacy’ or ‘growing third-party software developer network’). Deductively, we arranged
materials around actual or imagined relation to specific user groups (e.g. developers,
academics, end-users, etc.), keeping with the attention to multisidedness in platform historical work. From there, we consolidated the coded material to form our final categories
which captured the essence of RL’s practices from 2018 to 2022. The timeline was then
further contextualised around key events – such as public statements or announcements
by the company and controversies.

Results and discussion: the growth of Reality Labs
RL is Meta’s mixed reality and spatial computing ‘research and development group’
(Matney, 2018), founded in May 2018. In 2020, the scope of RL was described as covering three currently existing technological projects – Oculus (VR), SparkAR (mobile AR)
and Portal (smart-home/video conferencing technology) – as well as more speculative
research and development projects (largely centred around wearable AR). RL is made up
of 12 research and development ‘labs’ across the world, each of which focuses on specific areas of spatial computing design (e.g. the London RL group focuses on SparkAR,
where the Zurich group focuses on computer vision – such as that used in the Quest’s
odometry stack, see Meta, 2019). In 2021, RL became the name for Meta’s financial
reporting segment for its spatial computing revenues and expenditures.
RL is a second iteration of the company’s existing internal research and development
division, Oculus Research (which was founded in 2014, following Meta’s acquisition of
Oculus). RL represents a reorientation of Oculus Research in several ways. First, where
Oculus Research largely existed to pursue the research relating to VR software and hardware – that is, essentially an inward facing division (with the exception of its academic
publishing) – RL took a more public-facing profile. While RL continues publishing with
academic socieities such as the Association for Computing Machinary (in the proceedings
of conferences like SIGGRAPH), RL sought to present ongoing research to lay audiences
in the form of blog posts (see https://tech.fb.com/ar-vr). Second, RL expanded scope from
Oculus and VR products specifically to a wider suite of spatial computing interfaces, such
as mobile (and more speculatively, head-mounted) AR, embodied computing and wearables, and smart-home tech (and, to facilitate the development of these technologies,
advances in AI such as computer vision). Third, RL represented the further integration of
Oculus – the company’s major spatial computing product – into Meta’s family of apps
(see Egliston and Carter, 2021).5
In what follows, we analyse RL’s growth across 2018–2022 by exploring the three
main themes drawn out of the empirical material: ‘Consolidating’ (through acquisitions),
‘Capturing and convening’ (through partnerships) and ‘Expanding’ (through SDKs and
APIs for Oculus and SparkAR). Figure 1 shows the incidence of these practices of growth
over the study period. We argue that RL’s efforts to grow the platform from within, and
through drawing in third parties, signal an ambition to grow their spatial computing offerings to the point that they take on a central, infrastructural role in society.
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Figure 1. Partnerships, acquisitions and API/SDK changes, May 2018 to January 2022.

Consolidating through acquisitions
Meta sought to consolidate firms complementary to RL through series of acquisitions
across 2018–2022. The company has pursued a strategy of corporate acquisitions ever
since its initial public offering in 2012 (Helmond et al., 2019), and through its historically high revenues and margins (from its lucrative advertising business).6 While the
acquisition of WhatsApp in 2014 for US$16 billion remains the company’s highest value
acquisition (Kuchler and Bradshaw, 2014), it is RL-related acquisitions that comprise the
largest proportion of acquisitions since RL’s launch in 2018.7 Meta’s acquisitions relating to RL have fallen into the following two categories: software development (predominantly videogame development) and spatial computing companies (e.g. computer vision,
mapping software).
On the former, where Meta has made efforts to frame Oculus as moving ‘beyond’ the
narrow purview of gaming, and towards a form of ‘social media’ (as suggested by
Egliston and Carter, 2022a), most RL-related acquisitions fall into the category of videogame software companies. This series of acquisitions began in 2019 with the acquisition of Beat Games, the developers of Beat Saber – one of the most popular VR titles
(RLA, 2019b). This was followed in the 2020 acquisition of VR developer Sanzaru
Games (RLA, 2020b) and Ready at Dawn (RLA, 2020d). The year 2021 saw further
acquisitions of VR-specific developers, such as Downpour Interactive (RLA, 2021a) and
BigBox VR (RLA, 2021c). A further notable acquisition was Unit 2 Games (RLA,
2021b) – who develop a game-engine application – lining up with RL’s publicly stated
ambitions to create customisable virtual environments for the ‘metaverse’. Beyond game
companies, Meta acquired the VR fitness software developer Within in 2021 (RLA,
2021d) – its highest value acquisition at US$400 million (an acquisition that became the
focus of investigation by the Federal Trade Commission in July 2022).
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Of RL’s acquisitions, these are the most end-user facing, in the sense that the aim is to
acquire development teams with proven commercial track records to entice users into
entering the Oculus ecosystem – a strategy long employed by the videogame console
industry. It is in this sense that acquiring first-party developers to attract end-users represents what Nieborg and Helmond (2019) call the ‘inward’ expansion of platforms –
where platforms develop features to facilitate adoption and engagement by end-users. As
Zuckerberg (2015) notes in a leaked email, such acquisitions are, in the company’s eyes,
key to generating the network effects that Meta see as central in maintaining dominance
in the VR market.
The second category of acquisitions was companies which developed some form of
mapping or machine vision technology. These generally fell into the following two subcategories – AI companies interested in capturing and/or rendering data about physical
environments, and AI companies that capture and parse body activity. In 2019, RL
acquired CTRL Labs (RLA, 2019b) – a neural interface startup. At the time of acquisition, CTRL Labs was developing wristbands that translate neuromuscular signals into
machine-interpretable commands – which in 2021 form a key part of Meta’s narrative
about the future of RL’s computing interfaces and has since been integrated into Meta’s
Neuromotor Interfaces lab (one of the 12 reality labs; Meta, 2021a). As RL highlight in
a demonstration of internal research, CTRL Labs has had a central role in the development of brain computer interfaces that the company seeks to pair with VR and AR hardware (Meta, 2021a). In 2020, RL acquired Lemnis Technologies (RLA, 2020e), a headset
manufacturer with specific focus on eye-tracking technology. Eye tracking has since
become a focus for RL in what it has termed Project Cambria (Robertson, 2021) – a
development codename for a VR/AR system with improved sensor abilities (e.g. tracking facial expression).
Beyond interfaces for sensing the body, RL’s other AI acquisitions that emerged in
our dataset were to do with tracking and graphically rendering the physical environment. On the stage of its 2019 Oculus Connect conference, RL showcased its vision
for ‘LiveMaps’ (Meta Quest, 2019a) – a project of creating a digital map of the world
to render it augmentable through technologies like smart glasses (a project which the
company would later develop into more expansive AI projects for tracking and rendering spatial data, specifically, data about the built environment, such as the urban
environment, or one’s living room). We see this in specific internal projects like Aria
in 2020 (which created 3D scans of the environment that could be modelled in AR and
VR headsets, see Reality Labs, 2020) and Ego4D in 2021 (a research programme to
build a dataset of 2D first-person video recorded through prototype AR headsets to be
used in training AR-based assistant AI, see Meta, 2021b). Coinciding with this vision,
RL acquired numerous AI companies that develop software for mapping and computational modelling of physical space. In 2019, RL acquired Grokstyle (RLA, 2019a),
an AI company for mapping space in AR (with a particular focus on retail, such as
placing digital representations of furniture and using AI to identify furniture that may
match with the room’s décor). A further range of acquisitions relate to RL’s announcements from 2019 to 2021 concerning augmented reality and ‘digital mapping’. In
2020, Meta-acquired (and integrated into RL) Mapillary (RLA, 2020c) – a mapping
company for crowdsourcing maps based on image data. Likewise, that same year, the
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company acquired Scape Technologies (RLA, 2020a) – a 3D mapping and ‘scene
reconstruction’ technology, one that at time of acquisition was building a ‘visual
engine’ that allows camera devices to understand their environment, using computer
vision. This builds on the use of similar techniques that Meta uses in the odometry
stack of its Quest console (see Hesch et al., 2019).
Taken together, RL’s acquisitions signal infrastructural ambitions in two ways. Its
acquisitions of game companies indicate an attempt at inward expansion, a form of horizontal integration of the company’s VR software/services, to attract and maintain endusers through a roster of first-party developers and content. In contrast, through its
vertical integration strategies, namely its acquisition of companies in the spatial computing software space (e.g. mapping, computer vision, who do not necessarily operate
within VR and AR development specifically), the company signals an ambition to build
a technical infrastructure on which its present and future spatial computing ambitions
will rely.

Capturing and convening through partnerships
Meta’s efforts to facilitate the growth of its spatial computing ecosystem also took less
direct forms, particularly through RL’s extensive range of partnership programmes.
Distinct from acquisitions, partnerships do not involve equity or the control of assets.
Rather, in exchange for the provision of development resources or an investment of capital, actors external to RL produce content, policy, research, in ways that are ultimately
amenable to Meta’s business interests.
The nature of RL’s partnerships included business partnerships (such as with businesses leasing enterprise hardware and software, or advertisers and marketers) and institutional partnerships (such as with universities, civil society and advocacy groups),
partnerships which dually work as methods for creating optimal market conditions for
the company to operate in the VR and AR space (namely, attempts to assuage or preempt concerns relating to privacy or data-related harm) as well as for attracting users into
the ecosystem (specifically, users beyond end-users, such as businesses or content developers). In short, complementor partnerships convene – as we might understand it after
Barnett (2008: 411) – ‘calling out to others, attracting their attention’, requiring an ‘active
response’ (here, through usage or participation). Academic and policy partnerships can
be seen as a form of capture (see, for example, Táíwò, 2022), a form of control exercised
by powerful corporate institutions over other institutions (even very powerful ones, such
as academia and government) – creating a channel between these (non-corporate) spaces
and corporate interest.
The first form of partnerships is corporate partnerships, by which we generally refer
to forms of business-to-business partnerships between Meta and content developers, and
advertisers and marketers. These partners might be understood as complementors, that
is, those individuals or organisations who create and provide complementary tools, products or services for Meta’s VR and AR platforms Oculus and SparkAR.
Developer partnerships were a common form of corporate partnership across RL.
Encompassing AR and VR and promoted by (but pre-existing the formation of) RL,
partnership programmes include Oculus Launchpad (a development incubator), which
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centred around providing resources and promotion for emerging VR development (see
RLP, 2019; RLP, 2020a; RLP, 2021a). Subsequently, in 2021, an ‘XR Hackathon’ (RLP,
2021h) was announced by Meta. The XR Hackathon – more focused on RL’s ambitions
than the broader Facebook Hackathon scheme – centres around numerous key areas of
research and development, such as ‘Hand and Body Tracking Performance AR Effects,
and Voice and Hand VR Experiences’. Other programmes include the Creator Accelerator
Program (RLP, 2021f), a creator incubator which has placed focus on teams developing
content for the company’s ‘metaverse’ software, Horizons.
Through these kinds of developer initiatives – whether through more formal partnerships to community hackathons – there are the following two goals: the ‘outward’ expansion of Oculus through the creation of a developer ecosystem and the creation of content,
to attract or maintain end-users. The aim, as Zuckerberg (2015) suggests, is Meta’s AR
and VR being ‘completely ubiquitous in killer apps’. To meet this need, Oculus announced
in 2021(Oculus Blog, 2021) that in addition to its Oculus App store (its main digital
distribution platform, from which it takes a 30% cut of sales), it would allow distribution
of experimental and in progress works, subject to a less strict process of review than the
app store, through the AppLab platform (from which the company takes a lesser 15% cut
of sales) – a less restrictive pipeline for development from which Meta profits (and
indeed, such an area of concern for anticompetitive conduct that it has warranted an
investigation in 2022 by the US Federal Trade Commission, see Nix and Gurman, 2022).
The second form of partnership was business partnerships. This spanned, generally,
the following three main areas: advertising and AR, VR and enterprise, and smart-tech
and enterprise. The former is centred on Spark AR, Meta’s platform for mobile AR
development (released to select developers in July 2018, and to the public in 2019, see
Roberts, 2019). Spark AR largely centres on developing AR face filters used across
Facebook, Messenger and Instagram, filters which can be used by brands in advertising campaigns. This is facilitated through the Spark AR Partner Network (RLP, 2020e),
launched by Meta in October 2020. The partner network, as the description reads,
operates as a ‘two-sided marketplace’ that Meta has ‘quietly nurtured . . . through
strategic partnerships with select creators and brands’ (as of 2020, there are 77 AR
content and brand partners). Spark AR creative partners can include both individual
creators as well as creative agencies. On the ad-buy side, Spark AR partners range
from individuals with a business to large brands. The value proposition of this platform, as Meta sees it, is much like its broader ad platform: it allows the ‘self-service’
purchase of AR ads – which the company frames as a powerful form of native advertising across its social platforms.
The second form of business partnerships is around Oculus’ VR and its use in enterprise settings – such as providing training and evaluation in workplaces. The partnership, called Oculus for Business, was announced at the F8 conference in 2019 where it
was described as ‘transform[ing] work with virtual reality, training, collaboration,
design, and more’ (Meta Quest, 2019b). Like the Spark AR programme, the Oculus for
Business programme sought to attract multisided parties into the platform – namely,
software developers who would create the training and simulation software which
businesses would purchase or lease and which would run on Meta’s hardware. In a vein
similar to its model with Spark AR, in 2020 Oculus for Business launched its
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‘Independent Software Vendor’ (ISV) programme (RLP, 2021g), in which Meta –
through its partnership website – provides ‘access’ to these vendors, who create software for Oculus platforms. As RL has it, its ISVs are ‘helping companies take advantage
of what we call the “superpowers” of VR – special capabilities that improve collaboration, productivity, remote work, training, and more’. Coinciding with the ISV partnership came an enterprise edition of the Oculus Quest, sold to businesses. Through this
partnership programme, RL aims to attract enterprise software developers (who can
make money developing for Oculus products) and businesses, who not only pay to
access the requisite hardware and software, but advance the societal reach of spatial
computing for RL.
A third, yet much more minor, product partnership is Portal for Business (from
September 2021, RLP, 2021d). Portal, a ‘smart video’ device initially marketed as a
domestic technology (essentially as a video phone) is framed as a solution for business
communication, particularly considering remote working arrangements (much as it
claims with Oculus for Business). In contrast to the business partner programmes for
SparkAR and Oculus, Portal offers little specifically for businesses beyond being tied to
Facebook Work accounts – which enable direct communication between businesses and
their customers.
A separate, but crucial part of RL’s partnerships schemes is accruing capital beyond
economic capital. Specifically, since 2020, RL has sought to partner with non-industry
actors, such as civil society groups or academia – particularly those interested in tech
‘ethics’ – doing so to cultivate what Phan et al. (2022) call ‘virtue capital’ or to achieve
what Bietti (2020) calls ‘ethics washing’ – acts of capturing ethics as ‘an industrial input
to maintain a system of production . . . aligned with existing structures of profit-making’
(Phan et al., 2022: 5).
RL’s first attempts to cultivate virtue capital can be seen in programmes like the ‘VR
for Good Creators Lab’ (see, for example, RLP, 2018b), a programme that pairs filmmakers with charities to produce VR film content centred around social justice issues such as
racism and gender discrimination (e.g. ‘VR for understanding – breaking barriers around
the transgender community’, or ‘VR for action – Travelling while Black explores
America past and present’).8 More centrally, throughout 2020, RL’s partnerships and
attempts to accrue virtue capital are increasingly focused on the policy space – in likelihood as a response to growing critiques of its practices within RL specifically, and across
the company more broadly. RL’s partnerships since 2020 have been centred on what
Meta refers to as ‘responsible innovation’ (RI). RI is a general approach to technological
research and development that seeks to embed social benefit and moral responsibility,
centred around areas like ‘anticipation, reflexivity, inclusion and responsiveness’ (De
Hoop et al., 2016: 118). A central tenet of these approaches is the incorporation of both
community groups and public or lay perceptions and experiences of technology into
research and development (European Commission, n.d.). As critics identify (e.g. Stilgoe
et al., 2013), RI is a common way that technology companies offset negative perceptions
of societal harm.
RL’s first RI initiative was concurrent with its September 2020 announcement of
Project Aria, an internal research and development programme for a pair of AR glasses,
which as the company imagines it, will augment physical space with contextually
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specific information using AI (with its assistant AI under development by the Redmond,
Washington lab; see Tech at Meta, 2021). The principles generally sought to address
expectations of risk that were immediately raised with Project Aria, and thus, likely lie
ahead in the future of AR. They are ‘Never surprise people’, ‘Provide controls that matter’, ‘Consider everyone’ and ‘Put people first’. As RL note, these principles were developed in consultation with ‘external experts’ (RLP, 2020d), yet they do not state who these
individuals and groups are. As critics like Applin and Flick (2021) argue, RL’s RI statements amount to little more than an attempt at pre-empting critique of Aria, particularly
considering previous internal experiments (such as the infamous emotional contagion
study, see Hallinan et al., 2020).
Coinciding with its RI policy for RL, Meta Research – Meta’s academic research division – broadened the scope of its research focus areas to include RL-related projects
covering AR and VR. In 2020 and 2021, as part of an academic grant scheme, Meta
attempted to solicit research from academics external to Meta, with AR and VR becoming the focus of two funding rounds (of US$75,000 grants) to do with ‘Explorations of
Trust in AR, VR and Smart Devices’ (RLP, 2020b) – emphasising ‘security, privacy,
integrity, and ethics’, and ‘Responsible Innovation in AR/VR’ (RLP, 2021b). It is notable
that despite Meta developing data sensitive VR technologies, this was the first major
public-facing engagement with the question of data privacy (Carter and Egliston, 2021)
– likely in response to critique of Meta’s VR emerging at the time by civil society and
privacy advocacy groups (e.g. XRSI, 2020) and by regulatory bodies in Germany (see
Bundeskartellamt, 2019) throughout 2020. Notably, Meta has used its academic grant
scheme as a shield against growing state regulatory pressures against the company and
its VR (see Meta, 2022b: 15) – its investments, a means through which the company narrates its own past on terms that benefit its future growth. Notably, Meta suggests that a
principles based approach to regulation (following from its RI principles) will be the key
in the legislative regulation of VR. For example, in response to a review of the Australian
Privacy Act published in December 2020, Meta notes of VR regulation that a ‘prescriptive set of rules may deter innovation and result in a net negative outcome for consumers’
and instead ‘strongly support the retention of a flexible and principles-based approach to
privacy regulation’ (Facebook, 2020: 39).
In October 2021, almost a year after the company’s announcement of Aria and RI
principles, RL released the Ray Ban ‘Stories’ smart glasses, the first outcome of a 2020
partnership with eyewear conglomerate Luxottica Group (RLP, 2020c). Accompanying
the announcement of these glasses were the company’s principles for ‘responsible use’
(RLP, 2021c). Unlike the broader RI principles from 2020 (which the company links to
on its privacy page for Stories), the Stories principles focus on the end user and interpersonal harm (such as forms of social surveillance that might take place in using the device,
which allows the recording and uploading of images and video to social media). These
principles, RL suggest, were developed in partnership with ‘third-party experts’ (all of
whom received Meta funding, see Mac, 2021), namely, the non-profit groups the Future
of Privacy Forum, the National Network to End Domestic Violence, the National
Consumers League, the Information Technology and Innovation Formation, Access Now
and the LGBT Technology Partnership. As RL put it (RLP, 2021c), the goal of engaging
these organisations is to ‘drive a dialogue around the standards and expectations for these
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new technologies’ and to ‘establish new norms in an open, inclusive way’. Reflecting the
inadequacies of this ‘consultation’, one group involved in the consultations – Access
Now – voiced their frustrations that their ‘top recommendation – to prioritise alerting
bystanders that they are being recorded – was ignored’ (Leufer, 2021).
In October 2021, Meta announced another internal development project – Ego4D
(Meta, 2021b) – a more expansive effort to train the assistant AI that would be used in its
smart glasses and future smart-home assistant AI. This would see a 700-user cohort (of
Meta employees and contractors) sent into the world wearing prototype glasses to generate the dataset necessary to train image recognition algorithms. Directly coinciding with
Ego4D, the company announced a US$50 million investment in RL geared around regulation and policy – particularly, an effort to engage lawmakers and academics (RLP, 2021e).
The investment, the ‘XR Programs and Research Fund’ (announced September 2021)
came shortly after allegations of impropriety in its platform governance by company
whistle-blowers Frances Haugen and Sophie Zhang (Vaidhyanathan, 2021). The fund,
announced by CTO Andrew Bosworth and head of global affairs, Nick Clegg, was an
effort to fund ‘external research’ centred on areas of risk such as privacy, safety and integrity, and equity and inclusion (yet, in line with Bennett’s (2021) critique of Meta’s calls for
government regulation more broadly, they are efforts which evade discussion of problems
that inhere in the company’s business models and practices). The prospect of growing
investments in RL that are geared around policy and academic engagement should cause
pause for researchers, not inasmuch that any individual actor or policymaker is compromised in their integrity, but rather, as Whittaker (2021) suggests, because ‘questions and
incentives’ asked by regulators or scholars will now in some way bear Meta’s interests.9
Through partnerships with regulators and academics, RL attempts to capture critics
and detractors as well as create narratives of virtue. Furthermore, many of RL’s spatial
computing offerings are far off existing (outside of experimental research and development (R&D) settings). Suggesting that we need to address ethical or regulatory issues
now has a further benefit for Meta. It is to say that AR and VR are not technologies of the
distant future but are technologies that are encroaching on the present. This is valuable
to Meta in its efforts to ‘sell’ spatial computing to prospective users and developers (and
its investors). Through partnerships with businesses and developers, RL convenes forms
of third-party engagement with its technology. Through adoption by cross-sectoral businesses, to creating ostensibly supportive environments for developers, RL attempts to
grow the influence of their spatial computing offerings across society.

Expanding through platform modularity (developer APIs and SDKs)
In coming to operate as infrastructure, a common technique of platform companies is
increasing the programmability or ‘technological extensibility’ (Nieborg and Helmond,
2019) of platforms. Put differently, platforms become more ‘modular’ (as Birch and
Bronson, 2022 put it) – they provide the technological architecture allowing complementors to ‘slot in’. A common approach is through platforms providing third-party developer access to APIs and SDKs. An API is a set of protocols or tools for building software,
particularly, in interfacing with the resources provided by another piece of software.
SDKs, while fulfilling a similar function, refer to a more complete toolkit for software
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creation which often include APIs. In both cases, these resources allow software developers to build upon platform technology in ways that tend to serve platform owner interests (e.g. creating new content or functionality which attracts or retains new users). In
years since RL’s formation, platform changes occur across two main domains – Oculus’
VR SDK and Spark AR’s developer API, which were visible through their respective
changelogs – that is, a document that shows implemented changes.
The Oculus SDK provides tools for the development of software across the suite of
Oculus technologies. Updates to the Oculus SDK were largely focused on facilitating
development of software using popular software development tools Unity and Unreal.
As existing scholarship has suggested, software development engines like Unity and
Unreal (the two engines on which most of the world’s videogames are made) benefit
Oculus’ interests by potentially drawing in developers who are working with these common software tools (cf. Egliston and Carter, 2022a; Foxman, 2019). These changes vary
in degree, some minor (e.g. updating a shader) and some more major. For example, in
version 31 (RLPPR, 2021c) of Oculus’ software update, the company has stated it would
be moving towards interoperability with its compatibility with OpenXR – an XR development standard which provides an API allowing developers to work across a variety of
AR and VR devices (as opposed to working with numerous proprietary APIs, locking
developers into developing for particular devices). Theoretically, such a development
standard would be beneficial for the medium of XR development, rather than Meta specifically. There is a sentiment of interoperability that Zuckerberg (2021) would go on to
echo in 2021, announcing that ‘the metaverse will not be created by one company’ (n.p.).
Openness is a means through which Meta at once signals good intention of bolstering the
nascent XR ecosystem. But at the same time, it is also the means through which RL is
structuring, and deriving value from multisided interactions – specifically, by encouraging development on RL’s platform. For the company that currently dominates the VR
market, this gesture towards decentralising its ecosystem means little, in effect further
producing economically and structurally centralised outcomes for Meta.
Beyond APIs and SDKs to facilitate increased engagement from developers, RL
has released updates to allow for specific forms of engagement with VR software,
such as the hand tracking SDK released in December 2019 (RLPPR, 2019), or the
PassThrough API for Developers in July 2021 (which allows developers to create
applications where Oculus VR headsets essentially work as augmented reality, placing the digital interface over a greyscale image of the room surrounding the user,
captured by the device’s inbuilt cameras; RLPPR, 2021b). While Meta have suggested that these data would not be used for advertising purposes, as critics have
argued elsewhere (see Egliston and Carter, 2021), its privacy policies leave the possibility open for incorporating these data into its advertising apparatus. Of note, the
company has recently filed for a patent for an ad-buying auction system – like what is
in effect in the Meta’s adtech platform – facilitating commerce between buy and sell
sides in VR (see Carmi, 2021), representing the potential for the capitalisation of
(new forms of) attention that take place on its platform.
Beyond VR, the other aspect of Meta’s spatial computing is Spark AR. Across the
sample, the period 2018–2020 largely focused on incremental updating of the API to
allow for enhanced fidelity of visual effects and tracking of AR applications. These
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included enhanced incorporation of light into AR effects, to position and rotation of the
eyes and irises (see, for example, RLPPR, 2018b), to effects that move with body position (see, for example, RLPPR, 2021d). Much like the Oculus SDK, the Spark AR API
updates are also characterised by interoperability with programming applications and
an attempt to mediate workflow (e.g. programming language compilers like Babel,
used in software and graphics development, see RLPPR, 2018a) or through the addition of graphical assets through a centralised interface (the July 2020 ‘Blocks’ feature
which allows users to quickly add pre-made effects, RLPPR, 2020). While these
updates are framed by Meta around democratising access to spatial computing development, as we note earlier, AR is increasingly a key part of the company’s diversification of its range of mobile advertising formats, and its competition with AR-focused
Snapchat. Furthermore, updates to Spark AR in 2021 have integrated AR face filters
into the video call features of Messenger and Instagram – further situating AR not as a
niche but a prominent feature within the participatory and vernacular culture of visual
social media (cf. Gibbs et al., 2015).
In summary, changes in platform programmability to RL’s existing technologies (specifically, increasing modularity) represent a double movement of outward expansion.
They open the platform up for software developers to work with Meta’s technology,
which will create both end user and developer dependencies on emerging forms of Metaowned spatial media.

Conclusion
Through our platform historiographical account of RL across the period 2018–2022, our
goal has been to more systematically understand how RL’s spatial computing vision is
constructed. This is important because, as mentioned earlier, most understandings of
Meta’s relationship with spatial computing focuses on VR and Oculus – rather than the
broader RL ensemble – and purely on what Meta says through the technophilic, and often
hyperbolic discourse of its C-suite, marketers, and engineers (cf. Egliston and Carter,
2022a), rather than what they do. RL’s practices, as we have shown in this article, tell the
story of consolidating, expanding, convening and capturing. RL has sought to expand
their platform boundaries (through APIs and SDKs, shaping standards for VR and AR
development), and through partnerships which convene the engagement of businesses
and complementors. They have consolidated complementary firms and competitors
through acquisitions. They have sought to capture regulators and academics through
funding schemes and partnerships. Doing so, RL stridently advances a vision of its spatial computing offerings as ‘infrastructural’ – that is, growing its power and presence in
economy and society.
Given the normative, political-economic underpinnings of the platform historiographical methodology, we conclude with some implications going forward for future
technopolitical interventions into spatial computing, and particularly into Meta’s activities in the sector. One area is governance and oversight. Meta’s corporate practices to do
with spatial computing have, largely, enjoyed cover from scrutiny by regulators. One
framework – competition law – has recently seen some application by regulators across
the world (in the United States, the Federal Trade Commission and Department of
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Justice, in Germany the Bundeskartellamt). Regulators are investigating claims that
Meta’s VR-related acquisitions constitute anti-competitive conduct (particularly in the
context of the company already controlling most of the VR market), and that Meta’s
Oculus app store privileges its own first-party apps over similar competing titles.
While we do not dispute the need for regulatory intervention here, our broader platform historiographical analysis of RL suggests we need to think beyond competition law
(which is limited by its narrow focus on market health and consumer welfare). Meta’s
growing spatial computing ecosystem indicates that its expansion might be problematised in terms of the enhanced capacities for surveilling and profiling users that it affords
both Meta and its complementors. While nascent work by academics (Carter and
Egliston, 2021) and privacy advocacy groups (XRSI, 2020)10 has begun attending to
issues of data and privacy that inhere in Meta’s VR offerings (as well as potential regulatory solutions), further work will need to look at the company’s growing spatial computing ensemble. Work here might draw inspiration from existing scholarship in media
studies (Egliston and Carter, 2021) and computer science (Trimananda et al., 2022)
which has sought to audit data and privacy policies of Oculus, its developer SDK guidelines, and the apps published on its app store; an approach which could productively
inform governance and oversight initiatives.
Yet, as our study shows, RL’s expansion is as such that it cannot always be addressed
through top–down regulation; for instance, RL’s virtue capital generating partnerships with
academics. It is here that we find resource in Whittaker’s (2021: n.p.) claim that future
efforts might start by ‘naming the dynamics’ where academia and industry ‘blur’ to begin
to ‘to envision and demand alternative futures’. Critical scholarship on Meta’s spatial computing might begin to address the comingling of research and industry through further
examining the specific kinds of academic projects that Meta is funding, as we have begun
here. But beyond this, we must confront the fact that Meta’s ability to launder its acquisitions and research and development, and to derive virtue capital at a time where the company is perhaps under more scrutiny than ever, is enabled by issues surrounding academic
labour. Meta’s research funding is especially appealing to a largely precarious academic
workforce faced with a paucity of publicly funded research. The problem of capture, then,
might be addressed through a coalitional politics (cf. Táíwò, 2022), between critical platforms scholars and those advocating for better conditions in our own institutions such that
these financial incentives from big tech are less appealing.
Future work on platformisation and spatial computing may also look beyond the case of
Meta. While Meta dominates much of the spatial computing market, other firms compete
in the space. As previous research by Egliston and Carter (2022b) has revealed, the way
that competitors (such as Microsoft or Vuzix) have sought to grow the influence of their
spatial computing (largely AR) offerings has been through contracts with various arms of
the state – such as the military and police. Comparative study across the wider sector may
provide entry points for further work by scholars, policymakers and regulators.
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Notes
1. The notion of a metaverse has been advanced in recent years by venture capitalists and other
technology firms, such as Mozilla, Microsoft, HTC, Epic Games, UbiSoft, QualComm and
Nvidia – offering a range of software and hardware to support the production of persistent
networked spaces.
2. Acquisitions here specifically denote the acquisition of other firms. This is distinct from the
acquisition of ‘talent’ from competing firms, a common practice in the tech sector. While
Reality Labs (RL) undoubtedly does this, particularly in the context of its 2021 hiring frenzy
(Byford, 2021), the company does not publicly disclose these acqui-hires.
3. The use of Twitter was necessary in capturing a more complete range of changelogs.
Facebook’s Oculus developers’ page did not archive the entire history of changelogs). Due
to limited captures available through archival tools like the Wayback Machine, we relied on
other sources like the Oculus for Developers Twitter feed (which provides a chronological
timeline of software updates, with links original SDK documentation on Meta’s website).
4. We searched broadly – rather than limiting our Google searches to the Meta web domain – as
Meta’s own primary source material was not always hosted on a Meta domain.
5. For example, new Oculus devices requiring a Facebook account as of 2020 (where Oculus
had previously operated relatively autonomously), or the Oculus name being retired.
6. Although as Birch et al. (2021) note, Facebook’s corporate strategy centres less on acquisitions than others in the ‘big five’ tech companies.
7. Meta’s acquisitions relating to the project of the current RL began prior to RL itself. As
noted in our prior work (Egliston and Carter, 2022a), in 2015, Facebook acquired Surreal
Vision (a UK-based ‘computer vision’ developer, specifically interested in real-time 3D scene
reconstruction, and ‘presence and telepresence’, and in 2016, The Eye Tribe [an eye-tracking
startup]). In an internal email from 2015, Zuckerberg notes that corporate acquisition in the
VR and AR space would be central in ‘accelerating’ Facebook’s VR and AR development
(and allowing it to get ahead of its competitors such as Sony and Valve, creating platform
dependency on Oculus as a dominant platform).
8. As of 2020, the programme was discontinued, perhaps telling given the critiques of VR as an
‘empathy machine’ that have emerged over the last several years (e.g. Bollmer, 2017).
9. A full review of Meta’s funded projects was beyond the scope of this work. Social sciences
projects funded by Facebook tended to focus on developing solutions to problems that were
not result of Facebook’s own actions as a platform company (e.g. dealing with VR-based
interpersonal harm – harm done by someone else on its platform).
10. Of note, the XRSI would later partner with Meta (2021b), see RLP (2021i).
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